…….News Flash…….
Attention..all Past & Present Members of INCRAP.
(INstitute of CartogRAPhers)
The Director of INCRAP (Mike Novak) has received information from reliable sources that the
mysterious Toolern Triangle (shown here) that was discovered during The Shortest Day TA,
has disappeared into a black hole, possibly a vortex having mysteriously re-appearing at a
undisclosed location.
The vortex has not only displaced the phenomena, but reports have it duplicated it with 2 very
similar mirror images.
Having been informed of this, the Director has travelled to the location using different styles of
Maps that had been supplied and is pleased to report that the information is indeed correct.
(Evilly rubs hands, oops)
Mapped roads have mysteriously vanished, others bent straight, whilst new roads have
somehow appeared?
A detailed examination by the INCRAP Survey team has some shed light on this
phenomenon; however it has been inconclusive and needs further investigation.
Considering the failure of the Survey Party, it has been decided that ONLY a complete
assembly of Past, Present & Future Members of INCRAP are capable of deciphering the vast
array of maps that the Director has researched and collected in his field trips.

The HRA has been called to ARMS……INCRAP needs your help!
Just Another Day (Touring Assembly).
th

When: Sunday,25 October 2009
Time : 0900
Where: Macca’s, Western Ring Road North Bound.

Open to all Novices, Intermediates and Experts, with graded Route Instructions for all
Categories.
A special HRA members category (non CAMS Licence and not necessarily all family,
however not eligible for Championship Event with your choice of Instructions).
Finish is located at a venue located close to Melbourne. (Not the Start Location).
Entry: $70 per 2 car crew in the Championship Event, $15 per head in the non championship
tour.
Expect a great day of driving, having fun, map folding or crystal balling (depending on the
grade you select). Evidence of the possible locations of the Triangle require that crew carry a
Digital Camera that uses a SD card. Digital Information collected along the route will be used
in conjunction with standard Info Boards.
Supplementary Regulations available soon …
Enquiries to jad@hra.org.au
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